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Constructors 2
At this point, you hopefully understand that when you instantiate an object (by
writing new ClassName()) you are calling a special method of that class, called
a constructor. The job of the constructor is to "construct" the object by first constructing its
super(), then setting initial values for its instance variables.

GameObject ship = new GameObject(300, 580, "ship");

public class GameObject {
   double x, y;
   public GameObject(double x, double y, String sprite) {
      super();
      this.x = x;
      this.y = y;
   }
}

Notice that the constructor method has no return value, and the same name as the class. Other than that, it
is like an ordinary method, with parameters and everything. Often those parameters will provide values for
your instance variables, as above. You can have several different constructors, with different sets of
parameters, just like you can with methods.

The first line of a constructor should always call a constructor of the superclass. To do this, call super(),
and pass whatever parameters you would to the superclass's constructor. It is also possible to call another
constructor of the same class, by calling this().

. 1 Suppose that you have written a subclass of GameObject, called OrangePowerup.

a) Write a constructor for this class that will first call the GameObject constructor above to give itself
a position of (200, 10) and the sprite "orange", then will set its value to 5 and its team to 2.

b) Write another constructor that is given a GameObject that is generating the powerup, and an
int to be its value. This constuctor should set the same team and sprite as the previous, but use the
given value and the location of the given object.

public class OrangePowerup extends GameObject {
   private int value;
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   



. 2 Read through the code below.

public class GreenPowerup extends GameObject {
   private int value;
   public GreenPowerup(int value) {
      super((new Random()).nextInt(600), 0, "green");
      this.value = value;
      setVelocity(10 - value);
   }
   public GreenPowerup() {
      this(5);
   }
}

a) Write a line of code that will create a GreenPowerup with value 3 and store it in a variable.

b) If I don't give a parameter when I initialize a GreenPowerup, what will its value be?

c) Do more valuable GreenPowerup's move faster or slower?

d) What is the maximum value?

. 3 Suppose that depending on what "level" the player is in, asteroids become more dangerous. The
amount of armor they have is equal to the level, and the downward velocity is twice the level. They
always start out at (200, 0) and have no horizontal velocity.

Below, write a constructor for Asteroid that takes an integer parameter giving the level. Use this to
set up the velocity and armor of the asteroid.

public class Asteroid extends GameObject {
   private int armor;
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
}


